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n An exhibition showcasing students’ visual design projects was held at Bahrain Polytechnic campus in Isa Town. Spectrum was held over three days under the polytechnic’s visual design programme and
saw 15 students from year three displaying their projects. Above, polytechnic acting chief executive Dr Mohammed Al Aseeri, centre, with visual design students and tutors.

n Five Elite Hospitality Group hotels have been honoured with a service excellence award by online travel
portal Booking.com. The awards are based on guest reviews posted on the website and are given to
hotels which consistently score more than eight out of 10. Above, from left, group chief executive Ninad
Shah, Booking.com Middle East hotels account manager Ahmed Soltan, Elite Crystal Hotel general
manager Lalima Mathur and group chief operating officer Sarosh Aibara at the awards presentation.

n A total of 114 graduates were honoured for completing a Certified Professional in Human
Resources and Compensation course organised by Tamkeen. They were awarded with certificates at an event at the Crowne Plaza Bahrain attended by Tamkeen human capital development senior manager Suad Al Shakrani. Above, Golden Trust Training and Consultancy chief
executive and president Dr Lulwa Al Mutlaq, left, honours a graduate, centre, in the presence
of Ms Al Shakrani.

n A workshop on how to create a dynamic and productive corporate environment was held at the Mövenpick Hotel Bahrain. The Strategic Culture Evolution
workshop, conducted by leadership expert Arthur Carmazzi, was aimed at developing an organisational culture that improves productivity, innovation, leadership
and engagement. Above, participants at the event. Left, Mr Carmazzi leads the workshop.

n More than 50 students showcased their artwork in an exhibition at Bahrain Keraleeya Samajam, Segaiya. Colour Explosions 2014 featured paintings and drawings by students, aged
between five and 16, from the New Millennium School, Sacred Heart School, New Indian School
and Indian School Bahrain. The exhibition was directed by artist Santhosh Poruvazhy and
opened by Samajam president G K Nair, while chief guest was Indian School Bahrain chairman
Abraham John. Above, Mr Poruvazhy, centre, with the young artists.

